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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a general-purpose approach
for partitioning Web page content. Our approach uses no
ontologies or domain-specific information. The novelty of
our approach lies in: the use of visual layout information
rather than the DOM tree to determine spatial locality; the
use of relaxed matching over presentation style information
to determine presentation style similarity; and the use of vi-
sual separators identified by HTML tags and by visual lay-
out information.

1. Introduction

Considerable research has now been done on automatic
partitioning of Web page content into semantically related
groups of items (e.g. [2, 5, 3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14]). This research
has many applications, such as wrapper induction [10], in-
formation extraction [1, 5], support for the Semantic Web
[7], task learning [4] and accessibility [11].

A key problem in partitioning is determining how to
use layout and presentation information from the Web page
most effectively to group content. Consider the Amazon
home page shown in Figure 1. This page contains two navi-
gation tools: a horizontal tabbed menu across the top, and a
vertical menu down the left-hand side. It also contains dif-
ferent presentations in the main part of the page, e.g. about
sales on textbooks and arcade games.

This page contains strong visual cues to help the reader
find information quickly and easily. The horizontal and ver-
tical alignment of the two menus, as well as the images as-
sociated with them, help them stand out from the other con-
tent. Vertical and horizontal spacing as well as font color,
size and style separate the different sale items in the main
part of the page and the submenus in the vertical menu.

Of course, a computer cannot see the Web page as the
user does. Instead, the visual cues must be mapped to fea-
tures associated with the Web page markup, and the human
visual segmentation process into algorithms that cluster and
segment the Web page content.

Most prior work in this area uses the DOM tree for the
Web page as an approximation of the visual layout for the
page. Some of these techniques are domain [6] or site [12]
specific. Others are more general, but because DOM trees
contain only information about the location of Web page el-
ements relative to each other, they lose information about
the visual layout that is useful for partitioning [1, 3, 5, 14].
In addition to the DOM tree itself, some algorithms identify
HTML tags that serve as visual separators [2, 8] or groupers
[13]. Finally, some approaches require semantic informa-
tion such as ontologies [9].

In this paper, we present an approach to partitioning of
Web page content that is more general than that in prior
work. This approach is based on the observation that in-
formation about spatial locality is most often used to clus-
ter, or draw boundaries around groups of items in a Web
page, while information about presentation style similarity
is used to segment, or draw boundaries between groups of
items. These two types of information are complementary.
By clustering items into large groups using spatial locality
first, and then by segmenting them within those groups us-
ing presentation style, we can reduce errors due to selection
of incorrect patterns.

The key novel features of our approach are:

• Determining spatial locality Instead of relying on the
DOM tree, where information about spatial locality is
limited to parent-child relationships between HTML
tags, we use the Mozilla frame tree to get exact coor-
dinates for the locations of pieces of content.

• Finding presentation similarities We permit relaxed
matching on presentation styles: presentation styles
that are similar but not identical can form parts of pat-
terns for segmentation.

• Finding visual separators We use the presence of
separators as strong segmentation cues. We find sepa-
rators using HTML tags and visual layout information
from the Mozilla frame tree.

Our approach does not depend on manually specified rules
or any domain knowledge or semantic information. In com-



Figure 1. Block and partition finding in the Amazon home page

parison to other existing approaches to Web page partition-
ing, our approach can handle a wider variety of Web pages
with greater precision.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Sec-
tion 2 we describe the overall architecture of our system. In
Section 3 we present our approach to clustering Web page
content using spatial locality. In Section 4 we present our
approach to segmenting content in clusters using presenta-
tion style information. In Section 5 we give some example
output from our system for a selection of Web pages. In
Section 6 we conclude and give our ideas for future work.

2. System Architecture

In our system, an input Web page passes through several
stages of processing, each of which makes use of differ-
ent information. First, the input HTML passes through the
Mozilla engine. The output from this stage is a frame tree,
which contains layout and style information sufficient for a
visual rendering of the Web page.

Second, the frame tree is passed through the Block
Finder. This stage uses the layout information for the
frames to cluster them (Section 3). The output is a block
tree: a frame tree in which geometrically aligned blocks
have been identified. Each block is a frame subtree.

Third, the block tree is passed through the Partition
Finder. This stage uses presentation style information to
segment each block into one or more partitions (Section 4).
The output is a partition tree.

3. Clustering: The Block Finder

Semantically related pieces of content in a Web page
tend to be located near each other, often sharing the same
alignment. Since a frame tree represents the visual layout
of a Web page, geometric alignment of frames may imply
semantic relatedness. If all descendants of a frame are con-
sistently aligned either along X or Y axes, we call such
a frame consistent. A maximal semantic block, or simply
block, is the largest of the consistent frames on the path
from a leaf to the root of a frame tree. Thus, it is likely to be
the largest possible cluster containing semantically related
pieces of content.

The FindBlocks algorithm is used to find the blocks in a
frame tree. The algorithm runs a depth-first search over the
frame tree and recursively determines whether the frames
are consistent, ignoring the alignment of leaf frames. A
frame is consistently X-aligned if all of its non-leaf descen-
dants are X-aligned. Similarly, a frame is consistently Y-
aligned if all of its non-leaf descendants are Y-aligned. Oth-
erwise, the frame is not considered to be consistent. In this
case, all of its children are marked as blocks.

Algorithm FindBlocks
Input: Frame: node of a frame tree
Output: Blocks: set of maximal semantic blocks
1. Identify all children C1, C2, . . . , Cm of Frame
2. Frame.IsConsistent ←true
3. for j ← 1 to m
4. do if Cj .IsLeaf = false
5. then FindBlocks(Cj)
6. if Cj .Alignment = NONE



7. then Frame.IsConsistent ←false
8. if Frame.IsConsistent = false
9. then for j ← 1 to m
10. do if Cj .Alignment �= NONE
11. then Blocks ←Blocks ∪ {Cj}
12. else Frame.Alignment

←GetAlignment(Frame)
13. if Frame.Alignment = NONE
14. then for j ← 1 to m
15. do if Cj .Alignment �= NONE
16. then Blocks ←Blocks ∪

{Cj}
17. return Blocks

The FindBlocks algorithm uses the GetAlignment algo-
rithm to check whether the children of a frame have match-
ing alignment. The GetAlignment algorithm determines that
a frame is X-aligned if all of its children are aligned on the
left, right, or center of the X-axis. Y-alignment of a frame
is computed in a similar fashion.

Algorithm GetAlignment
Input: Frame: node of a frame tree
Output: Alignment : alignment of Frame’s descendants
1. Identify all children C1, C2, . . . , Cm of Frame
2. XFirst ←C1.X ; Y First ←C1.Y
3. XAlignedDescends←true
4. Y AlignedDescends ←true
5. Alignment ←NONE
6. for j ← 2 to m
7. do if Cj .IsLeaf = false
8. then XCord ←Cj .X
9. Y Cord ←Cj .Y
10. if XCord �= XFirst
11. then XAlignedDescends ←false
12. if Y Cord �= Y First
13. then Y AlignedDescends ←false
14. if Cj .Alignment �= XAlign
15. then XAlignedDescends ←false
16. if Cj .Alignment �= Y Align
17. then Y AlignedDescends ←false
18. if XAlignedDescends = true
19. then Alignment ←XAlign
20. if Y AlignedDescends = true
21. then Alignment ←Y Align
22. return Alignment

4. Segmenting: The Partition Finder

In web page content, geometric alignment is generally a
strong indicator of semantic relatedness. However, content
that is geometrically aligned can frequently be segmented
into smaller content-related groups. For example, on the

NY Times home page in Figure 2 the headline story items
all have the same Y-alignment, but they form 2-4 individual
stories, each composed of an article title, a byline and short
abstract, and related links or multimedia.

Semantically related content also exhibits similarity in
presentation style. Lists of pieces of content that are all
semantically related will form presentation style patterns.
For example, on the NY Times home page each headline
has a large font title in a blue color, a smaller font byline in
grey, a short abstract in a small black font, and an optional
list of related stories in a small blue font. If we can find
these patterns in the presentation styles of frame tree node
sequences, then we can segment content into semantically
related partitions.

The Partition algorithm is used to find the partitions in a
block in the block tree. The algorithm runs bottom-up over
the frame subtree formed by a block. For each node N , it
determines the maximal repeating pattern(s) in presentation
style in N ’s children.

Two issues complicate this process. First, the patterns
may not be exact; for example, there may be no list of re-
lated items in one headline. We use separators to determine
how much content a pattern should cover and help choose
between multiple possible patterns [2]. We define a separa-
tor as follows: A separator is either one of the HTML tags
HR or P, or is white space (horizontal or vertical) between
two adjacent nodes that is greater than the mean amount of
white space between adjacent nodes in this node list.

Second, the elements of the pattern may not be exact
matches; for example, on the NY Times home page the first
headline has a slightly larger font size than the other head-
lines but all the headlines have the same color and font. We
use relaxed matching to deal with slight variations in pre-
sentation style. The presentation style of a node is a tuple
formed of the font type, font size and font style (color, bold
face, italics etc.) of text in the node. We say that two nodes
have similar presentation style if the font type and font style
of the two nodes is identical, and the font sizes are within
two points of each other.

The PartitionList algorithm finds maximal repeating pat-
terns in a list of nodes. The GetF irstSequence and
GetNextSequence methods return a sequence of nodes
bounded by separators. The method SimilarSequence
computes the longest common subsequence of two node se-
quences. If this subsequence covers at least 60% of each
node sequence, then the two sequences are considered to be
similar.

Algorithm PartitionList
Input: L ←(C1, C2, . . . , Cm): children of block root N
Output: P : A partitioning of these C1, C2, . . . , Cm

1. for j ←1 to m
2. do Replace(Cj, Partition(Cj), L)
3. Current ←GetF irstSequence(L)



Figure 2. Block and partition finding in the NY Times home page

4. if Equal(Current, L)
5. then return L
6. Replace(Current, PartitionList(Current), L)
7. while NotEmpty(Current)
8. Next ←GetNextSequence(L, Current)
9. Replace(Next, PartitionList(Next), L)
10. if SimilarSequence(Current, Next)
11. then addToGroupNode(Current, Next, L)
12. Current ←Next
13. return L

5. Examples

In this section, we show example output from our system
for a range of Web pages. For each example, a part of the
page is shown, along with the block tree (top) and partition
tree (bottom). Nodes marked “Group Node” and “Pattern
Node” are created by the Partition Finder. Nodes marked
with box icons are created by the Block Finder. All other
nodes are from the frame tree. Arrows connect content in
the page to elements in the block and partition trees.

Figure 3 shows a portion of the frame tree and partition
tree for a Blackboard user page, focusing on a list of system
functionalities. Clustering groups each sublist, including its
title and related image. Segmenting merely adds a group-
ing of the elements of the sublist. This example shows the
power of exact visual layout information.

Figure 1 shows a portion of the block and partition trees
for the Amazon home page, focusing on the vertical menu
on the left side of the page. At first impression, the structure
of this part of this page seems similar to that of Blackboard.

Figure 3. Block and partition finding in the
Blackboard system



Figure 4. Block and partition finding in a per-
sonal home page

However, because the menu items and subitems are all ver-
tically aligned links, clustering groups all the menu items
and subitems into one block. Segmenting gives a sequence
of partitions, one for each submenu. Partitions are found
even though some submenus have more items than others,
because the presentation style information in submenu titles
and separators serve to identify patterns.

Figure 2 shows a portion of the block and partition trees
for the NY Times home page, focusing on the headline
news. Clustering groups the content relating to the headline
news stories into one block, but does not give a block for
each story. Segmenting gives a partition for each headline
news story, including the information related to that story.
Note that even though the font size for the first headline is a
little larger than the font size for subsequent headlines, the
first headline news story is a partition in the partition tree
because segmenting includes relaxed matching for presen-
tation style information.

Figure 4 shows a portion of the frame tree and partition
tree for a personal home page that includes a table. There
are two ways for items to be grouped in a table: as a set
of rows (horizontal alignment gets priority) and as a set
of columns (vertical alignment gets priority). The Block
Finder currently prioritizes horizontal alignment, so the set
of blocks and partitions for this table is incorrect from the
user’s perspective. In the future, the Block Finder may also
use separator detection – because the white space between
columns in this table is greater than that between rows, this
would help to disambiguate in this case.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to par-
titioning Web page content. This approach uses visual lay-
out and presentation style information in a two-stage pro-
cess that gives good results for a range of Web pages from
different domains.

We are currently planning an evaluation of our partition-
ing system. We are also working on automatic labeling
of blocks and partitions using natural language processing
techniques. This partitioning system is already in use in two
applications: one for Web accessibility, and one for trans-
action modeling.
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